
BLOOD STAIN CHILD LIVE REPORT: Jan. 19th at Tsutaya O-Crest in Shibuya, Tokyo was the final show to con-
clude their “Tour the Stardust” which hit 3 cities, Osaka, Nagoya and Tokyo.
A completely filled live house, with majority of the audience being serious metal fans that were mostly men 
dressed in black from head to toe, which clearly shows BSC is supported by the metal community here in Japan. 
At the same time, there were a couple of cosplay girls in the crowd. Very interesting mix I must say, but not sur-
prising considering the fact that the band’s leader/guitar Ryu is a known cosplayer as well. This show was my first 
time seeing BSC after Sophia left the band and Kiki joining in as their new vocalist.

BSC opened up the show with one of their most popular tunes, FREEDOM off the Mosaic album, followed by 
SIRIUS VI and ELECTRICITY to pump up the crowd. After a short MC, they played LIVE INSIDE and that’s 
when a mosh pit started on the floor! Male, female, and cosplayers all joined in having the time of their lives.

After a couple more songs, BSC announced their latest single release, THE LAST STARDUST. And this was 
when Ryo denounced himself as the band’s leader and claimed the title of “Dark flame master” lol. THE LAST 
STARDUST is their first new single with their new female vocal Kiki and according to Ryu, this song has every-
thing the current BSC has to offer. They followed op the new single with STARGAZER-X-, which was a slightly 
different version of STARGAZER which was originally sung by ex-member Sophia off the EPSILON album. 
These 2 songs were really their way of showing off the “new” BSC. After that, the bands members took their turns 
for solo performances starting with Visual Jockey Makoto’s dub-step mix of BSC songs, followed by a guitar solo 
by Ryu. They played a few songs, and then it was the drummer Gami’s turn. In the middle of the drum solo, Ryo 
joined Gami for rare performance of drum & bass solo. The last solo performance was the guitarist GSR. Unlike 
Ryu’s solo, which was very fast scales and high-pitched bending screams, GSR’s solo was more fluid and melodic. 
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They kept the audience’s energy up all the way till the 
end of the show in which they closed with FINAL 
SKY. For the encore, they played HYPER SONIC and 
TRUE BLUE, and the show seemed to be over. But 
the band had one more song left in them, so reap-
peared for the second encore with OVER THE GAL-
AXY. It was an amazing show that lasted for almost 
2.5 hours, non-stop and full of energy. 
 
Their latest single THE LAST STARDUST was 
released in Jan.29th 2014 in Japan and it was ranked 
48th place on the Oricon chart, which is quite re-
markable especially for a metal band. THE LAST 
STARDUST is also the OP song for the PC game, 
“Slavenil the War-Maiden”  on sale now(This is R18 
(Rated R) game).
 http://www.stargazer-gamesoft.com/star001/top.
html

During the show, Ryo said “My dream is to one day 
play metal music on major TV networks. How awe-
some would it be to hear my death voice from TV?” 
Hopefully, the day will come soon, and I’ll be there to 
watch it!

BLOOD STAIN CHILD
LAST STARDUST

Vo. - KiKi

Gu. - RYU



Editors Note: The much anticipated single is finally released from BLOOD STAIN CHILD.  One thing is for 
sure, every vocalist that has been with the band has brought a certain style to BSC.  Kiki is no exception.  With 
the second female to take the front stage following Sophia’s departure, much was expected from her.  Kiki has 
delivered the goods, and LAST STARDUST is an amazing single and proud to welcome her to the line up.  
Her vocal melody suprised me when she kicked off the song with a death growl.  Although Ryo has always 
kept me happy with his vocals, it was cool to see Kiki throw one in for the intro of  LAST STARDUST.   This is 
a band I look forward to working with again in the near future, and bringing them to a show on U.S. soil again 
soon.

Shion Francois
Babel Entertainment

Ba. / Vo. - Ryo

Gu. - GSR

Dr. - Gami

VJ. - MAKATO
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Opening SE

M-1 FREEDOM
M-2 SIRIUS VI
M-3 ELECTRICITY
----MC----
M-4 LIVE INSIDE
M-5 EMBRACE ME
M-6 ANOTHER DIMENTION
----MC----
M-7 LAST STARDUST
M-8 STARGAZER-X-
M-9 DJ/VJ Time
M-10 Guitar solo 1
M-11 MYSTIC YOUR HEART
M-12 ARTIFICIAL MIND
M-13 LIFE STORY
M-14 Drum & Bass solo
----MC----
M-15 SILENCE OF NORTHERN HELL
M-16 CLONE LIFE
M-17 Guitar solo 2

----MC----
M-18 TRUTH
M-19 ETERNAL
M-20 NEO GOTHIC ROMANCE
----MC----
M-21 MOON LIGHT WAVE
M-22 TYPE-N
M-23 FOREVER FREE
M-24 FINAL SKY
----EN1----
EN-1 HYPER SONIC
EN-2 TRUE BLUE
----EN2----
EN-3 OVER THE GALAXY 

BLOOD STAIN CHILD
Oneman Tour 2014 

“TOUR THE STARDUST”
2014.1.19(Sun) Shibuya O-Crest

BSC SET LIST


